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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a reconfigurable architecture for highspeed content-based routing. Our architecture goes beyond
simple pattern matching by implementing a parsing engine
that defines the semantics of patterns that are parsed within
the data stream. Defining the semantics of patterns allows
for more accurate processing and routing of packets using
any fields that appear within the payload of the packet. The
architecture consists of several components, including a pattern matcher, a parsing structure, and a routing module. Both
the pattern matcher and parsing structure are automatically
generated using an application-specific compiler that is described in this paper. The compiler accepts a grammar specification as input and outputs a data parser in VHDL. The
routing module receives control signals from both the pattern matcher and the parsing structure that aid in the routing
of packets. We illustrate how a content-based router can be
implemented with our technique using an XML parser as an
example. The XML parser presented was designed, implemented, and tested in a Xilinx Virtex XCV2000E FPGA on
the FPX platform. It is capable of processing 32-bits of data
per clock cycle and runs at 100 MHz. This allows the system
to process and route XML messages at 3.2 Gbps.

1. INTRODUCTION
Typical routers use layers 1 through 4 to route network packets. On the Internet, IP addresses are commonly used to
route packets. However, such routing schemes require packet
senders to obtain the destination address before sending the
packets. Such interaction introduces overhead at the application level and places constraints on the scalability and dynamics of the network.
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As the Internet continues to expand, researchers are starting to look at content-based routing as a mechanism to improve upon and/or add new services for managing the distribution of data. Content-based routing improves upon the
existing Internet model by giving users the freedom to describe routing schemes in the application layer of the network packets. Content-based routers then inspect and interpret packet payloads and route packets according to the
content of the packet.
One example of this type of interaction can be seen in
publish/subscribe networks [1, 2]. Users can subscribe to
information that is interesting to them by sending high level
descriptions to routers using the application layer (layer 7)
of the packet. Content-based routers then interpret the subscription packet content and route all messages with matching contents to the subscriber. Some examples for publish/subscribe networks include the routing of stock quotes,
distribution of weather reports, and streaming video broadcasts. Content-based routing can also be used for applications such as load balancing in web server clusters [3], or
routing of online transactions to the appropriate shipping
warehouse. It is this class of content-based routing applications that is the focus of this paper.
To route packets based on values that appear in the payload, efficient methods for packet payload processing are
needed. Carzaniga, Rutherford, and Wolf presented a software based routing algorithm in [4]. However, due to the
processing power required by deep content inspection, software approaches are unlikely to maintain the throughput of
multi-gigabit networks. This can potentially limit the adoption of content-based networks. As such we propose a reconfigurable hardware architecture capable of intelligent content inspection.
In this paper we describe the implementation of a contentbased routing architecture that has been implemented in reconfigurable hardware. Our system performs much more
than simple pattern matching – the architecture takes the
next evolutionary step in message content processing by implementing a complete parser. Given a grammar specification, our parser architecture is capable of understanding the

semantics of and routing any message format. Our architecture has been fully implemented on the Field-Programmable
Port Extender (FPX) platform which allows for rapid deployment and testing in gigabit-rate networks.
The remainder of this paper is divided into the following sections. Section 2 gives a brief description of the implementation platform and supporting work. Section 3 describes our approach and architecture for content-based routing. Performance and area numbers are presented in section
4. Section 5 presents concluding statements.
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Fig. 1. Content-based router in protocol wrappers

2. BACKGROUND

3. CONTENT-BASED ROUTER ARCHITECTURE

The hardware platform and modules used to implement parts
of our content-based router have been described in previous papers. This section includes a short description of that
work, including the FPX platform and a set protocol wrappers.

Our architecture for content-based routing can route packets with many different formats. Instead of routing packets based on strings that appear within the packet, our architecture achieves a higher level of understanding of each
packet by fully parsing the entire payload. Packet formats
to be routed are specified using grammars. In this paper
we illustrate how our architecture is configured and used to
route XML packets. Since its introduction, XML has become the format of choice for exchanging information over
networks. Additionally, we choose XML because there are
many grammars already available for XML messages in the
form of document type definitions (DTD).

2.1. Field-Programmable Port Extender
The FPX is a general purpose, reprogrammable platform
that performs data processing in FPGA hardware [5, 6]. As
data packets pass through the device, they can be processed
in the hardware by user-defined, reprogrammable modules.
Hardware-accelerated data processing enables the FPX to
process data at multi-gigabit per second rates, even when
performing deep processing of packet payloads.
Version 2 of the FPX contains two FPGAs. A Xilinx Virtex XCV600E FPGA called the Network Interface Device
(NID) routes packets into and out of the FPX. It also controls
the routing of packets to and from the application FPGA.
The Reconfigurable Application Device (RAD) is another
FPGA, which is configured over the network to perform the
customized data processing functions. The RAD is implemented with a large Xilinx Virtex XCV2000E. The FPX also
contains two banks of 36-bit wide Zero-Bus-Turnaround Static RAM (ZBT SRAM) and two banks of 64-bit PC-100
Synchronous Dynamic RAM (SDRAM) which provided ample space for off-chip data storage..
2.2. Protocol Wrappers
To provide a higher level of abstraction for packet processing, a library of layered protocol wrappers was implemented
for the FPX [7]. They use a layered design and consist of
different processing circuits within each layer. At the lowest level, a cell processor processes raw cells between network interfaces. At the higher levels, a frame processor reassembles and processes variable length frames while an IP
processor processes IP packets. Figure 1 shows the configuration of our content-based router in the protocol wrappers.

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

card
routekey
name
first
last
title
phone

(routekey, name, title?, phone?)>
(#PCDATA)>
((first, last) | (last, first))>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>

Fig. 2. DTD for example implementation

STRING [a-zA-Z0-9-]+
%%
card:
"<card>" routekey name title phone "</card>"
routekey:
"<routekey>" route "</routekey>"
route:
routefirst | routelast
routefirst: "first"
routelast: "last"
name:
"<name>" nameN "</name>"
nameN:
nameFL | nameLF
nameFL:
firstFL lastFL
nameLF:
lastLF firstLF
firstFL:
"<first>" STRING "</first>"
lastFL:
"<last>" STRING "</last>"
lastLF:
"<last>" STRING "</last>"
firstLF:
"<first>" STRING "</first>"
title:
"<title>" STRING "</title>" | ε
phone:
"<phone>" STRING "</phone>" | ε
%%

Fig. 3. Lex/Yacc style grammar for example implementation
Figure 2 shows an example DTD which represents a simple business card. It contains fields for a first name, a last
name, a title, and a phone number. Additionally, the DTD
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Fig. 4. Content-based router architecture

3.1. Pattern Matcher
Data packets enter our content-based router via the layered
protocol wrappers. The first stage in processing each packet
for routing is pattern matching. Our modular design, allows
a variety of techniques to be used for pattern matching. For
this implementation, we use a modified decoded character
pipeline [8, 9] which has been scaled to accept a four character wide (32-bit) input. Scaling is achieved by replicating
the pipeline until there is one pipeline for each character in
the input width. A detailed block diagram of the decoded
character pipeline is shown in figure 5.
The scaled pipeline receives four characters (32-bits) per
clock cycle from the layered protocol wrappers. Characters
1, 2, 3, and 4 are passed into pipeline alignments 3, 2, 1, and
0 respectively. Before entering the pipeline registers, characters are passed into an 8-to-256-bit decoder. The 256-bit
output represents a single bit line for each of the 256 possible ASCII characters. This decreases the routing resource
required for string detectors. The decoded character lines
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Fig. 5. Detailed view of the pattern matcher pipeline

are passed into the pipeline registers as illustrated in figure
5. The pipeline can detect patterns that are less than or equal
to the length of the pipeline. Additionally, the pipeline only
needs to be as long as the longest pattern in the grammar
The actual pattern matching is executed by a series of
string detectors. A string detector is generated for each of
the patterns in the input grammar. For our example grammar
in figure 3 there are 17 unique patterns: <card>, </card>,
<routekey>, </routkey>, first, last, <name>, </name>,
<first>, </first>, <last>, </last>, <title>, </title>,
<phone>, </phone>, and STRING. Each of these patterns can
be detected by ANDing together the appropriate bits from
the decoded character pipeline. Since we are using a scaled
pipeline, we need to check for the presence of a pattern at
each possible starting alignment. A pattern is detected if
it is found at any one of the four possible starting alignments. Figure 6 illustrates the logic required to match the
patten <card>. The notation shown in figure 6 is Register[Alignment][Character]. For example, m1[0][c] represents the ‘c’ character bit of register m1 in alignment 0. A
single bit line is output from the pattern matcher to the parser
structure for each of the string detectors.
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contains a routekey field which indicates which field the
router should use for routing. We will use this DTD throughout the remainder of the paper to illustrate our content-based
router architecture.
Prior to generating the hardware to parse the DTD in figure 2, we first convert the DTD into a Lex/Yacc style grammar. The Lex/Yacc style grammar is shown in figure 3. This
grammar is then passed into a custom compiler which automatically generates the VHDL required for the dynamic
components of the architecture. The dynamic components
include a pattern matcher and a parsing structure. These
components have a static interface which allows them to integrate easily with the static components of the architecture.
The layout of the main components of our architecture, including the pattern matcher, the parsing structure, and the
routing module, is shown in figure 4. The remainder of this
section will describe each of these components in more detail.

pattern(n)

Fig. 6. Detailed view of a string detector

3.2. Parsing Structure
The parsing structure gives the content-based router a higher
level of understanding than just simple pattern matching. It
defines the semantics of patterns as they are detected by the
pattern matcher. The hardware logic for the parsing structure is determined from the input grammar (or grammars).
The production list of a grammar defines all of the possible
transitions for a grammar. While processing data, the parser
maintains the state of the grammar allowing it to determine
which patterns can occur next.
For each terminal symbol Z
FIRST [ Z ] ← {Z }
repeat
For each production X → Y1 ... Yk

routed to the input of other pattern registers. Transitions are
determined from the production list of the grammar using
the well known FIRST and FOLLOW set algorithms (figure 7) [10]. The FIRST algorithm is used to determine the
starting point of the grammar. The FOLLOW set algorithm
traverses through the production list to find sets of patterns
that can follow any other patten in the grammar. The resulting sets are then used to map the output of pattern primitives to the input of each of the pattern primitives listed in its
FOLLOW set. When there is more than one connection to
the input of a pattern primitive, an OR gate is used to combine the signals into a single bit input. Figure 8 shows the
FOLLOW sets for each of the patterns in our example grammar in 3. The resulting parsing structure for our example
implementation is illustrated in figure 9.

if Y1 ... Yk are all nullable (or if k=0)
then nullable[ X ] ← true

start
of packet

For each i from 1 to k , each j from i+1 to k
if Y1 ... Yi −1 are all nullable (or if i=1)
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Fig. 7. FIRST and FOLLOW set algorithms
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Fig. 8. FOLLOW sets for example implementation
In our parsing structure, each pattern is represented using a simple primitive that consists of a single register and a
single AND gate. The inputs to each of the AND gates are
the outputs of the pattern matcher. The output of each AND
gate represents a transition in the state of the grammar and is
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Fig. 9. Detailed view of the parsing structure

The generated parsing structure processes packets one
pattern at a time. At the start of a packet, the starting register
(register P0 in figure 9) is set. As packets are processed, the
parsing structure receives a signal from the pattern matcher
for each pattern that is found. These signals allow the parsing structure to traverse through the grammar and maintain the semantics of the data stream. During processing,
all signals from the pattern matcher are sent downstream to
the routing module accompanied by the state of the parsing
structure. The state of the parsing structure indicates where
in the grammar each pattern is found. Knowing where in
the grammar a pattern is found allows the routing module to
make more intelligent decisions.

3.2.1. Validating XML Input
To avoid routing invalid or malformed XML messages, our
content-based router validates all XML messages prior to
routing them. As shown in figure 9, an XML valid signal
is asserted when the parsing structure successfully traverses
through the entire grammar. The XML valid signal is forwarded to the routing module.
3.3. Routing Module
The routing module (figure 10) is responsible for modifying
the IP header of each packet to route the packet to the appropriate destination. As packets enter the content-based router
they are buffered in the routing module until the packet has
been completely processed. Prior to routing any packet, the
routing module verifies that the packet is the correct format.
Most importantly, this entails validating the XML message.
XML messages that do not strictly adhere to the grammar
provided will not be rerouted by the module. Optionally,
the module can also check for specific IP address and port
ranges prior to routing.
data
packets

output
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Packet Buffer
IP valid
Port valid
XML valid

name in the XML message. These values stay enabled for
the duration of the packet.
The firstSTRING value is enabled by the parsing structure when either register P7 or register P16 are set and a
STRING pattern is detected by the pattern matcher. Similarly, the lastSTRING value is enabled when either register
P10 or P13 are set and a STRING pattern is detected. The
firstSTRING and lastSTRING values are only valid for a single clock cycle. During this clock cycle, the first character
of the STRING pattern (the route character) is forwarded
to the routing module and stored. This value is then used to
address a routing table which determines the next destination of the packet being processed.
Once a packet has been fully processed, the output controller reads the packet from the packet buffer for output. If
the packet contains a valid XML message (and optionally,
IP address and port ranges), then the IP header is rewritten
with the new destination address as it is output.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
The content-based router described in this paper was fully
implemented and tested on the Xilinx Virtex XCV2000E
FPGA on the FPX platform. The FPX was integrated into
a Global Velocity GVS-1000 chassis. A photograph of an
FPX and the GVS-1000 chassis is shown in figure 11.
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Fig. 11. FPX and GVS-1000 chassis
Fig. 10. Detailed view of the routing module
For our example implementation, we want to route packets based on the first character of either the first name or the
last name specified in the XML message. The routekey
value specifies which name to use for routing. A series of
control signals received from the pattern matcher and the
parsing module allow the routing module to route packets
accordingly. These control signals are described below and
can be seen in figure 10.
The value routefirst is enabled by the parsing structure when register P2 is set and the pattern first is detected
by the pattern matcher. This value indicates that the packet
should be routed according to the first name in the XML
message. Similarly, the value routelast is enabled when
register P3 is set and the pattern last is detected. It indicates that the packet should be routed according to the last

The GVS-1000 has two bidirectional gigabit interfaces
for passing traffic into the FPX. To test our content-based
router architecture, each of the gigabit interfaces on the GVS1000 were connected to a different host machines. One machine was used to generate and send XML messages into the
content-based router. The second machine was used as a receiver for routed messages. Since only two machines were
used for our experiments, we routed XML messages to different ports on the receiving machine based on the message
content. Both Ethereal and a small counter application were
used to verify XML messages arrived at the correct destination port on the receiving machine.
XML data messages were generated on the sending machine via the small test application shown in figure 12. The
test application creates XML messages using the values specified in the text fields and sends them as UDP packets into

the content-based router. Additionally, the test application
can randomly generate and send a specified number of XML
messages into the content-based router. An example XML
message is shown in figure 13.

Fig. 12. Test application interface

routing architecture means we can fit much larger and/or
many more grammars on the FPGA.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a content-based router application that has been implemented with Field Programmable
Gate Arrays. The content-based router consists of a pattern
matcher, a parsing structure and a routing module. The pattern matcher and the parsing structure are automatically generated by a custom compiler that accepts grammars as input.
The routing module receives control signals from the pattern
matcher and the parsing structure that aid in the routing of
the packet. The router is wrapped in a set of layered protocol wrappers that handle all the required protocol processing. The content-based router was implemented and tested
in the Xilinx Virtex XCV2000E FPGA on the FPX platform.
The architecture was placed and routed at 100 MHz and can
process XML messages at 3.2 Gbps. Without the layered
protocol wrappers, the content-based router architecture is
capable of running at over 200 MHz and processing XML
messages at over 6.4 Gbps.
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